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Abstract
The neural plasticity of sensory systems is being increasingly recognized as playing a role

in learning and memory. We have previously shown that Notch, part of an evolutionarily

conserved intercellular signaling pathway, is required in adult Drosophila melanogaster
olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) for the structural and functional plasticity of olfactory glo-

meruli that is induced by chronic odor exposure. In this paper we address how long-term

exposure to odor activates Notch and how Notch in conjunction with chronic odor mediates

olfactory plasticity. We show that upon chronic odor exposure a non-canonical Notch path-

way mediates an increase in the volume of glomeruli by a mechanism that is autonomous to

ORNs. In addition to activating a pathway that is autonomous to ORNs, chronic odor expo-

sure also activates the Notch ligand Delta in second order projection neurons (PNs), but

this does not appear to require acetylcholine receptor activation in PNs. Delta on PNs then

feeds back to activate canonical Notch signaling in ORNs, which restricts the extent of the

odor induced increase in glomerular volume. Surprisingly, even though the pathway that

mediates the increase in glomerular volume is autonomous to ORNs, nonproductive trans-

synaptic Delta/Notch interactions that do not activate the canonical pathway can block the

increase in volume. In conjunction with chronic odor, the canonical Notch pathway also

enhances cholinergic activation of PNs. We present evidence suggesting that this is due to

increased acetylcholine release from ORNs. In regulating physiological plasticity, Notch

functions solely by the canonical pathway, suggesting that there is no direct connection

between morphological and physiological plasticity.

Introduction
Odors are key environmental signals that influence animal behavior. Attractive odors signal
the presence of food or a potential mate. Aversive odors warn of predators or toxins (reviewed
in [1]). Repeated exposure to odors in the absence of an associated reward or punishment leads
to reduced behavioral response to that odor (reviewed in [2]). Animals can also learn to
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associate odors with aversive or appetitive stimuli (reviewed in [3]). Depending on odor
valence and the exposure paradigm, chronically exposing an animal to odor will lead to either
reduced behavioral responsiveness or increased behavioral attraction to subsequent presenta-
tions of that odor [4–10]. While the role of plasticity at central brain synapses in mediating
olfactory learning and memory has been well established ([11,12], reviewed in [13,14]), recent
work has highlighted the importance of plasticity at the first olfactory synapse that provides
primary olfactory input to the brain [10,15–18].

Flies detect odors via olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) that decorate the antenna and
maxillary palps. These can be divided into approximately 50 subclasses based on the particular
olfactory receptor (OR) they express. All the axons of ORNs expressing the same OR project to
the same glomerulus, a morphologically distinct neuropil region of the antennal lobe (Fig 1B).
Here they synapse with the dendrites of second order projection neurons (PNs) that relay
information to the mushroom body and lateral horn and with the dendrites of local interneu-
rons (LNs) that innervate many glomeruli and mediate cross talk between them ([19–21],
reviewed in [22]). The exposure of animals to odors, using paradigms that result in either
habituation [4,6,23], or associative conditioning [10,17,24–26] also leads to odor specific
increases in glomerular volume. In addition, exposure to odors using paradigms that result in
habituation lead to odor specific decreases in physiological responses of PNs [23], while expo-
sure to odors using an associative conditioning paradigm leads to odor specific increases in PN
activation [10].

We previously showed that Notch is required in Drosophila ORNs for changes in glomeru-
lar volume that occur as a consequence of chronic exposure to concentrations of CO2 that are
aversive or to concentrations of geranyl acetate that are attractive. Using an associative condi-
tioning paradigm in which flies associate odor with food, and that consequently results in
enhanced behavioral attraction to geranyl acetate, we further showed that flies that had been
chronically exposed to geranyl acetate exhibited an increase in PN activation that is dependent
on Notch in ORNs [10]. Notch is a transmembrane protein that plays an essential role during
development and is been increasingly recognized as playing a role in synaptic plasticity and
memory [10,27–42]. In the canonical Notch pathway, Notch is activated by binding to the
transmembrane ligands Delta or Serrate that are presented on neighboring cells. Notch then
undergoes a series of proteolytic cleavages that result in the cytoplasmic domain of Notch
entering the nucleus in association with the transcriptional effector Suppressor of Hairless (Su
(H)) and promoting the transcription of genes with Su(H) binding sites (Fig 1A(i)) (reviewed
in [43]). There are also non-canonical modes of Notch function that do not utilize all the
components of the canonical Notch pathway and involve interactions with other molecules
[44–50].

In regulating the odor induced increase in glomerular volume, we previously demonstrated
that Notch functions by both non-canonical (Delta and cleavage independent) and canonical
(Delta and cleavage dependent) mechanisms. Non-canonical Notch signaling is required for
the increase in volume, and canonical Notch signaling regulates the extent of the increase (Fig
1C). The canonical Notch ligand Delta that is expressed in PNs switches the balance of Notch
activity in ORNs from the non-canonical to the canonical pathway (Fig 1C and 1D). Using cal-
cium imaging, we further showed that Notch in ORNs is required for an increase in PN activa-
tion that occurs as a consequence of chronic odor induced changes in PN activation. Our data
defined a circuit whereby, in conjunction with odor, Notch activity in the periphery regulates
the activity of neurons in the central brain and Delta in the central brain feeds back to regulate
N activity in the periphery [10].

Having established that Notch in ORNs responds to environmental inputs, i.e. odors, we set
out here to determine how this happens. How does exposure to odor activate non-canonical
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Fig 1. Notch reporter assay, the Notch pathway in the regulation of glomeruli size and the experiments described in this paper. (A) Diagram of the
canonical Notch pathway and reporter assay. (i) Proteolytic cleavages of Notch (N), upon binding its ligand Delta (Dl), result in the cytoplasmic domain of N
(NICD), along with its transcriptional effector Suppressor of Hairless (Su(H)), entering the nucleus and activating transcription of genes with Su(H) binding
sites. (ii) In the Notch reporter protein, NICD is replaced with LexA-VP16. The reporter is under control of the α-tubulin promoter and is expressed at low
levels in most if not all cells. Like N, the reporter protein binds endogenous Dl, and the consequential cleavage releases LexA-VP16, which enters the
nucleus and activates expression of destabilized GFP (dGFP) from a LexOP.dGFP reporter. (B) The central brain of a fly carrying the N reporter protein after
4 days of exposure to geranyl acetate. N reporter activity can be seen in the axons of olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) that project to glomerulus VA6. The
antennal lobe has been stained with anti-Bruchpilot monoclonal antibody (nc82; magenta). This labels presynaptic active zones [81]. N reporter activity was
detected with anti-GFP antibody (green). (C) This diagram illustrates the interplay between the non-canonical and canonical N pathways in the regulation of
the chronic odor induced increase in glomerular volume (see text). (D) A cartoon of a synapse depicting the locations of the proteins manipulated in this
study. N is presynaptic while Dl and Liquid Facets (Lqf), the fly epsin homologue, are postsynaptic. All three were knocked down by RNAi. The acetylcholine
receptor, nAChR, is postsynaptic and its function was knocked down by a dominant negative form of the Dα7 subunit (Dα7-DN). To show the effect of
constitutively activating N, its cytoplasmic domain, NICD, was expressed presynaptically in the ORN. Tetanus toxin light chain (TNT) was expressed
presynaptically to block vesicle release of acetylcholine (ACh) and neuropeptides. PNs, Projection Neurons; ORNs, Olfactory Receptor Neurons; CCP
clathrin coated pits which are necessary for the Lqf dependent endocytosis of Dl [82]. Protein colors match those used in subsequent figures.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0151279.g001
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and canonical Notch signaling? We present data indicating that the odor induced increase in
volume that is mediated by non-canonical Notch signaling does not appear to require ORN
output, suggesting that it is autonomous to the ORN. Despite this autonomy, nonproductive
transsynaptic Delta/Notch interactions can block the increase in volume that is mediated by
the non-canonical pathway. In contrast to what we observed for the non-canonical pathway,
activation of the canonical pathway, and the resulting restriction of the extent of the odor
induced increase in glomerular volume, does require ORN output. However, rather than Delta
being activated in response to cholinergic activation of PNs by their cognate ORNs, our data
lead us to hypothesize that Delta is activated by a neuropeptide released from the ORNs. We
also present evidence for the existence of a pathway in PNs that acts in conjunction with the
canonical Notch pathway in ORNs to regulate the extent of the odor induced increase in glo-
merular volume.

We then asked if in regulating physiological plasticity Notch, as it does in regulating mor-
phological plasticity, also functions by both canonical and non-canonical mechanisms. Our
data show that in mediating the increase in PN activation that occurs as a consequence of prior
long-term odor exposure Notch acts solely via the canonical pathway, suggesting that there is
no direct connection between morphological and physiological plasticity. We further present
data suggesting that the canonical Notch pathway regulates the level of acetylcholine released
by ORNs. We propose that odor induced release of a neuropeptide from ORNs activates Delta
in PNs. Delta then activates the canonical Notch pathway in ORNs, which increases the
amount of acetylcholine released. The Notch induced increase in acetylcholine release acts in
conjunction with odor induced increase in acetylcholine release to enhance PN activation.

Results

PN activation is required for the regulation of glomerular volume
In regulating the long-term odor induced increase in volume of glomeruli, the role of the
canonical Notch pathway is to restrict the extent of the increase. Knocking down Delta in PNs
results in a greater odor induced increase in glomerular volume than is observed in control flies
(Fig 1C) [10]. We asked how long-term odor exposure activates Delta in PNs to regulate glo-
merular volume. Expression of tetanus toxin light chain in adult ORNs blocked activation of a
Notch reporter that monitors canonical, Delta dependent Notch pathway activation (Fig 1A)
[51]. Because tetanus toxin prevents synaptic vesicle release (Fig 1D), we hypothesized that
Delta activation in PNs and canonical Notch pathway regulation of glomerular volume is
induced by activation of the PNs by odor mediated synaptic transmission from ORNs [10].

Since ORN to PN synapses are cholinergic [52], we addressed the requirement for PN acti-
vation by using a dominant negative form of the Dα7 subunit of the nicotinic acetylcholine
receptor (nAChR; Y195T [53]; Dα7-DN, Fig 1D). Flies that have been chronically exposed to
geranyl acetate exhibit an increase in the amplitude of calcium activity in PNs in response to
subsequent presentation of geranyl acetate compared to air exposed controls [10]. To confirm
that expression of Dα7-DN in PNs affected activation of PNs by ORNs following long-term
odor exposure, we used the GAL4 system to express Dα7-DN along with GCaMp6s [54] in the
PNs that innervate VA6 (VA6 PNs; Fig 2B). We exposed flies to air or geranyl acetate for 4
days, allowed them to recover in the absence of odor for one day, and then used 2-photon
microscopy to measure calcium responses in VA6 PN dendrites following transient presenta-
tion of geranyl acetate (Fig 2A(i)).

In air exposed flies, upon presentation of geranyl acetate, there was no statistically signifi-
cant difference in the amplitude of calcium activity in PNs between control flies and those
expressing Dα7-DN. This can be seen in the traces of the median fluorescent change over time
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(ΔF/F; compare dashed blue trace, Dα7-DN, with dashed purple trace, control, in Fig 2D) and
the plots of

R
ΔF/F (Fig 2E, lanes 1 and 3).

We then asked what effect the expression of Dα7-DN had on the activation of PNs in flies
that had been chronically exposed to odor. Control flies chronically exposed to geranyl exhibit
an increase in the amplitude of calcium activity in PNs in response to subsequent presentation
of geranyl acetate compared to air exposed controls (Fig 2D and 2E; compare dashed purple
trace, air exposed controls, with solid purple trace, geranyl acetate exposed controls, in Fig 2D,
and lanes 1 and 2 in the plots of

R
ΔF/F in Fig 2E and Kidd et al. 2015 [10]). Exposing flies on

food to geranyl acetate for 4 days results in enhanced behavioral attraction to geranyl acetate
[10] indicating that the flies associate geranyl acetate with food. This might be reflected in
enhanced activation of VA6 PNs.

Unlike control flies, in flies expressing Dα7-DN there was no difference in PN activation
between flies exposed to geranyl acetate or air. This is depicted in the traces of ΔF/F (Fig 2D),
where the solid blue trace (geranyl acetate exposed flies) overlaps with the dashed blue trace
(air exposed flies), and in the plots of

R
ΔF/F (Fig 2E, lanes 3 and 4). Thus, the expression of

Dα7-DN in VA6 PNs affects the activation of those PNs in flies that had been chronically
exposed to geranyl acetate. We attribute the observation that the expression of Dα7-DN did
not affect the activation of PNs in air exposed flies to there being sufficient wild type nAChR to
bind to the acetylcholine (ACh) released. This is no longer the case when higher levels of ACh
are released upon chronic exposure to geranyl acetate.

Having established that expression of Dα7-DN in VA6 PNs affected the activation of those
PNs in flies that had been chronically exposed to geranyl acetate, we asked what affect expres-
sion of Dα7-DN in VA6 PNs had on the increase in glomerular volume that is induced by
long-term odor exposure. In other words, is the enhanced activation of VA6 PNs that occurs in
geranyl acetate control flies, but not in Dα7-DN expressing flies, required to restrict the odor
induced increase in glomerular volume? We used a VA6 PN GAL4 driver to express Dα7-DN
in VA6 PNs and measured the volume of VA6 by using Or82a-LexA-GAD to drive expression
of dsRED in VA6 ORNs (Fig 3B(i)). Control flies or flies expressing Dα7-DN were exposed to
air or geranyl acetate for 4 days (Fig 3A(i)). VA6 volumes are plotted in Fig 3C lanes 1–4.
(Here and in figures below, the volumes of all the glomeruli were normalized to the median
volume of the glomeruli of unexposed flies. The normalized median volume of the glomeruli of
the unexposed flies is by definition 1 and is indicated by the dashed line). The increase in vol-
ume of VA6 was larger in flies expressing Dα7-DN than in control flies (lanes 2 and 4). This
indicates that the enhanced cholinergic activation of VA6 PNs that occurs as a consequence of
chronic odor exposure is required to restrict the extent of the increase in glomerular volume.

Fig 2. Expression in PNs of a dominant negative Dα7 subunit of nAChR blocks Ca2+ influx into PNs but not Notch reporter activity in ORNs. (A)
Schematics of the experimental protocols used for (i) calcium imaging and (ii) the N reporter assay. Each day is represented by a numbered block; shaded
blocks are those where odor was applied. (B andC) The relevant genotypes are shown on cartoons of the olfactory circuit. In (D and E) female flies were
exposed to 1% geranyl acetate (GA) in paraffin oil or paraffin oil alone and removed from odor for one day prior to imaging. Flies (as illustrated inB) were
MZ612-GAL4 UAS.GCaMP6s/Or82a-LexAGAD; UAS.GCaMP6s LexOP.dsRED without (control) or with UAS.Dα7-DN (Dα7-DN). The dsRED reporter was
used to identify VA6. For the calcium imaging experiments and for the reporter assays below, we assayed approximately 20 glomeruli for each combination
of odor exposure and genotype. The traces (D) depict the median ΔF/F for each genotype and condition over time. (The numbers on the x-axis are frames of
472 msec each). The black bar indicates the time of a 1.5 second GA pulse; solid traces, GA exposed flies; dotted traces, air exposed flies; magenta traces,
control; blue traces, Dα7-DN. (E)

R
ΔF/F, plotted in log scale, of calcium influx and efflux. Here and in the figures below the data are displayed as scatter plots

with median and interquartile ranges and were compared by Mann-Whitney tests. Each pair of lanes represents air exposed flies (open circles) and the
corresponding GA exposed flies (filled circles). p-values were determined for GA exposed versus air exposed flies by comparing the areas under the influx
peaks for each glomerulus. Here and in the figures below, ns p>0.05; * p 0.05; ** p 0.01; *** p 0.001; **** p 0.0001. The statistics were based on the
following number of glomeruli; lane 1, 21; lane 2, 19; lane 3, 19; lane 4, 21. In (F) one day old female flies were exposed to 1%GA in paraffin oil or paraffin oil
alone for 4 days and Notch reporter activity determined. Flies (as illustrated inC) were MZ612-GAL4; N-LV LexOP.dGFP carrying either UAS.Val20 (control)
or UAS.Dα7-DN (Dα7-DN). The plot of each air exposed/odor exposed pair has been normalized to the median of the air exposed flies. Their median at 1 is
indicated by the dashed line. This normalization allows us to compare the volumes of the odor exposed flies in each experiment.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0151279.g002
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Fig 3. Lqf/epsin in PNs is required for the odor induced increase in glomeruli volume, while Ach release fromORNs and nAchR activation in PNs
are required to restrict the extent of the increase. (A) Schematics of experimental protocols. (B) Cartoons of the olfactory circuit depicting the relevant
genotypes. (C andD) Scatterplots of VA6 volumes. The data were normalized as described in Fig 2. Magenta circles, controls; blue circles, Dα7-DN; brown
circles, tetanus toxin; green circles, lqf RNAi; pale blue circles, both lqf and Dl RNAi. Empty circles, air exposed; filled circles, GA exposed. Black p values
compare air and GA exposed samples of the same genotype. Red p values compare GA exposed samples between genotypes. In C, lanes 1–4, one day old
female flies were exposed to 1%GA in paraffin oil or paraffin oil alone and the volumes of VA6 determined. Flies, as illustrated inB(i), were MZ612-GAL4;
Or82a-LexAGAD LexOP.dsRED carrying either UAS.Val20 (control) or UAS.Dα7-DN (Dα7-DN). In C, lanes 5–8, flies which had been grown and then
maintained at 17°C for eight days were exposed to air or GA at 27.5°C. Flies, as illustrated inB(ii), were Or82a-GAL4/tubP-gal80ts20; UAS.mCD8-GFP with
UAS.IMP (inactive tetanus toxin, control) or UAS.TNT (active tetanus toxin, TNT). The temporal protocol was chosen, because we found empirically that
younger flies were more susceptible to axonal damage induced by the expression of tetanus toxin. The lower temperature used to inactivate the GAL80ts
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The phenotype of flies expressing Dα7-DN in VA6 PNs is similar to that of flies expressing
Delta RNAi in VA6 PNs [10], suggesting that cholinergic activation of PNs activates Delta.

PN activation is not required for Delta activation
To directly test whether activation of PNs activates Delta, we asked whether expression of
Dα7-DN in VA6 PNs affected activation of the Notch reporter in flies that had been chroni-
cally exposed to geranyl acetate. The reporter is a direct readout of Delta activation. We used
GAL4 to drive expression of Dα7-DN in VA6 PNs and assayed Notch reporter activity using
our Notch-LexA-VP16 reporter assay (Figs 1A(ii) and 2C). As can be seen in Fig 2F, in flies
expressing Dα7-DN exposure to geranyl acetate still resulted in activation of the Notch
reporter. Thus, despite the fact that expression of tetanus toxin in ORNs blocks Delta activa-
tion, the continued reporter activity indicates that enhanced cholinergic activation of VA6 PNs
is not required. While our previous results showed that the principal source of Delta that acti-
vates the Notch reporter is PNs, and not LNs, ORNs, or glia [10], we cannot exclude the possi-
bility that in the absence of increased PN activation, the Notch reporter is being activated by
Delta from another cell type. However, we favor the hypothesis that upon chronic odor expo-
sure, rather than being activated by neurotransmitter mediated PN activation, Delta in PNs is
activated by a neuropeptide released by ORNs. Tetanus toxin, as well as affecting neurotrans-
mitter release, has also been shown to affect the release of neuropeptides [55,56].

Dα7-DN and Delta RNAi expressing flies both have the same phenotype with respect to the
chronic odor induced increase in glomerular volume. Both result in volumes that are larger
than that of control flies. However, the expression of Dα7-DN does not block Delta activation.
This indicates that enhanced ACh mediated PN activation is not upstream of Delta activation.
The data suggest that either the canonical Notch pathway and ACh mediated PN activation
regulate glomerular volume by parallel pathways, or the canonical Notch pathway is upstream
of cholinergic PN activation, or a combination of the two. We present data below that suggests
that in addition to its independent role in regulating glomerular volume, Delta activation is
upstream of enhanced PN activation.

The increase in volume of glomeruli that is induced by long-term odor
exposure does not require ORN activation of downstream neurons
We have previously shown that a non-canonical Notch pathway in ORNs is required for the
increase in the volume of glomeruli that occurs as a consequence of chronic odor exposure (Fig
1C) [10]. The fact that VA6 still increases in volume in odor exposed flies expressing Dα7-DN
in VA6 PNs indicates that cholinergic activation of PNs is not required for the increase in vol-
ume, and suggests that the non-canonical Notch pathway does not require PN activation. This
raises the possibility that activation of neurons downstream of the ORNs is not required for the
odor induced activation of the non-canonical Notch pathway that mediates the increase in glo-
merular volume. To test this hypothesis we used GAL80ts and Or82a-GAL4 to express either
active (TNT) or inactive (IMP) forms of the tetanus toxin light chain in adult VA6 ORNs and
measured the volume of VA6 following exposure to air or geranyl acetate by co-expressing
CD8-GFP in the ORNs (Fig 3A(ii) and 3B(ii)). In flies exposed to geranyl acetate the volume of

reduced the amount of tetanus toxin expressed and and reduced the amount of axonal damage. In D, flies that had been grown and then maintained at 17°C
for 2 days, were shifted to 30°C for 4 days prior to being exposed to 1%GA or air for a further 4 days. Flies, as illustrated in B(iii), were MZ612-GAL4/tubP-
gal80ts10; Or82a-LexAGAD LexOP.dsRED/UAS.dicer-2 with both UAS.epsin RNAi and UAS.Dl shRNA (lqf & Dl RNAi, lanes 7 and 8), just UAS.epsin RNAi
(lqf RNAi, lanes 3–6), or neither (control, lanes 1 and 2). (E) Diagram of the non-canonical and canonical N pathways together with the results described in
this figure and their relationship to odor induced glomeruli volume change.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0151279.g003
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VA6 still increased even when synaptic vesicle release was blocked by expression of TNT (Fig
3C, lanes 7 and 8), indicating that activation of downstream neurons is not required for the vol-
ume increase or for activation of the non-canonical Notch pathway. If there is a requirement
for a ligand to activate the non-canonical pathway, activation of the ligand does not require
activation of neurons downstream of ORNs. These observations raise the possibility that the
activation of the non-canonical Notch pathway and the concomitant odor induced increase in
glomerular volume are autonomous to ORNs. Expression of TNT blocks both Delta activation
[51] and ACh mediated PN activation, and therefore as predicted the increase in volume of
VA6 in flies expressing TNT is greater than that of control flies (Fig 3C, lanes 6 and 8).

Nonproductive transsynaptic Delta/Notch interactions block the chronic
odor induced increase in glomerular volume
Odor dependent activation of the canonical Notch pathway in VA6 ORNs, as assayed by acti-
vation of the Notch reporter, is dependent on Epsin in VA6 PNs [10]. Epsin is an endocytic
protein that mediates Delta internalization through a specific endocytic route and is required
for Delta activation of the canonical Notch pathway (Fig 1D) [57,58]. The prediction was there-
fore, that RNAi mediated knock down of Epsin (encoded in flies by liquid facets, lqf) in VA6
PNs should have the same phenotype as knocking down Delta in those PNs, i.e. that upon
chronic exposure to geranyl acetate the volume of VA6 glomeruli would be larger than that of
control flies. Surprisingly, however, when we used RNAi to knock down Lqf in adult VA6 PNs,
exposed flies to geranyl acetate, and measured the volume of VA6 (Fig 3A(iii) and 3B(iii)),
VA6 did not increase in volume (Fig 3D, lanes 1–4); the phenotype resembled that of loss of
Notch in ORNs rather than loss of Delta in PNs. It is thought that Lqf is required specifically
for canonical Notch pathway signaling [57,58]. To ensure that this is indeed the case i.e. that
knocking down Lqf in VA6 PNs is affecting the increase in the volume of VA6 via its interac-
tion with Delta, rather than by an alternate mechanism, we knocked down both Delta and Lqf
in adult VA6 PNs (Fig 3B(iii)). When we measured the volume of VA6 following exposure of
these flies to geranyl acetate for 4 days (Fig 3A(iii)), we found that VA6 once again increased in
volume (Fig 3D lanes 5–8), i.e. the phenotype resembled the loss of Delta. These data demon-
strate that not only is Lqf required for canonical Notch signaling, but in its absence non-canon-
ical signaling that is Delta independent and does not require PN activation is also blocked (Fig
3E). As we expand upon in the discussion, we hypothesize that in the presence of odor and in
the absence of Lqf, Delta in PNs forms a non-productive complex across the synapse with
Notch in ORNs that sequesters Notch away from components of the non-canonical Notch
pathway thereby blocking the increase in glomerular volume.

Delta is required for the reversibility of odor induced increases in
glomerular volume
We and others have shown that the increase in the volume of glomeruli is reversible when flies
are removed from odor for 2 days (Fig 4B, lanes 1–4) [6,10]. This reversal could be due to a
gradual winding down of the pathway that promotes the volume increase. Alternatively Delta,
by activating the canonical Notch pathway to restrict the volume increase, could also be
actively required for the reversion in volume. To distinguish between these alternatives, we
used Delta RNAi to knock down Delta in VA6 PNs, exposed the flies to air or geranyl acetate
for 4 days, removed them from odor for 2 days, and measured the volume of VA6 by using a
direct fusion of CD8-GFP to the Or82a promoter (Fig 4A(ii)) [59]. As shown in Fig 4C, lanes
1–4, when Delta is knocked down in VA6 PNs, the volume of VA6 does not decrease when
flies are removed from odor for 2 days. This indicates that for at least up to 2 days there is a
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requirement for Delta for the reversion in glomeruli volume. We have suggested above, that
Delta in PNs, rather than being activated by synaptic transmission form ORNs to PNs, is acti-
vated by neuropeptide release by ORNs. Neuromodulators can act on a longer time scale than
do neurotransmitters, which could account for Delta still being active when flies are removed
from odor for 2 days. When flies are removed from odor for 5 days, Delta is no longer required
for the decrease in volume of VA6 (Fig 4C, lanes 5–8), presumably because by that time the
process promoting the volume increase has indeed wound down.

We have shown above that a pathway in PNs that is activated by cholinergic activation also
restricts the extent of the odor induced increase in glomerular volume. Surprisingly, when the
increase in PN activation induced by odor is blocked by the expression of Dα7-DN, the volume
of VA6 also does not revert to that of unexposed flies (compare controls, Fig 4B, lanes 3 and 4,
with flies expressing Dα7-DN, Fig 4C, lanes 11 and 12). This suggests that activation of the
ACh receptor initiates a process that once initiated extends beyond the time of odor exposure.

Fig 4. Delta and nAChRs are required in PNs for the reversibility of odor induced increases in glomerular volume. (A) Schematics of experimental
protocols. Two day old females were exposed to 1%GA in paraffin oil or paraffin oil alone for 4 days, removed form odor for the indicated times and VA6
volumes determined. (B andC) Scatterplots of glomeruli volumes. These have been normalized as described in Fig 2. Empty circles, air exposed; filled
circles, GA exposed; lightly shaded circles, flies that had been removed from odor. (B) Control flies (magenta; first four lanes are taken from Kidd et al., 2015
[10], but the experiment depicted in lanes 5 and 6 was done at the same time, i.e. all the flies are from the same population). (C, lanes 1–8) Dl RNAi flies (pale
blue). Two separate experiments are shown. In lanes 1–4 flies were removed from odor for 2 days. In lanes 5–8 flies were removed from odor for 5 days. (C,
lanes 9–12) Dα7-DN flies (blue). In the four experiments depicted in B andC flies in each experiment are from the same population, and for each comparison
of flies, with or without odor exposure, they are the same age. Because for logistical reasons wild type flies were not included in the experiments depicted in
C, we are not unable to determine the fold change relative to wild type flies. The control flies inB expressed CD8-GFP and mCherry shRNA in VA6 ORNs
under control of Or82a-GAL4. The Dl RNAi flies in C were MZ612-GAL4; Or82a.CD8-GFP/UAS.Dl shRNA. The Dα7-DN flies inC were MZ612-GAL4; Or82a.
CD8-GFP/UAS.Dα7-DN.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0151279.g004
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Notch in ORNs regulates the physiological plasticity of PNs solely by the
canonical pathway
As described above and previously, when flies are chronically exposed to an odor, in addition
to the odorant specific increase in the volume of glomeruli that respond to that odor, there is a
change in the activity of neurons in the olfactory circuit in response to subsequent presentation
of the same odor [6,8,10,23,26]. For geranyl acetate prior exposure leads to an increase in cal-
cium influx into PN dendrites [10]. We have shown that Notch in ORNs, is required for both
forms of plasticity. When regulating morphological plasticity Notch acts via both canonical
and non-canonical mechanisms [10]. To address if this is also the case when regulating physio-
logical plasticity, we used the GAL4 system to express Delta RNAi along with GCaMP6s [54]
in VA6 PNs (Fig 5B). We exposed control flies and flies expressing Delta RNAi to air or geranyl
acetate for 4 days, removed the flies from odor for one day, and using 2-photon microscopy
measured calcium influx into VA6 PN dendrites upon subsequent presentation of geranyl ace-
tate (Fig 5A).

Calcium influx into PN dendrites of flies expressing Delta RNAi differs from that of control
flies in two ways. First, even in air exposed flies there is a decrease in calcium influx into PNs
(compare dashed purple trace, control, with dashed blue trace, Delta RNAi, in the traces of the

Fig 5. Delta in PNs is required for PN physiological plasticity. (A) Schematic of the experimental protocol. (B) The relevant genotypes are shown on the
cartoon of the olfactory circuit. In C through F female flies were exposed to 1%GA in paraffin oil or paraffin oil alone and removed from odor for one day prior
to imaging. The traces inC, D and E depict the median ΔF/F for each genotype and condition over time. (The numbers on the x-axis are frames of 472 msec
each). The black bar indicates the time of a 1.5 second GA pulse. Solid traces, GA exposed flies; dotted trace, air exposed flies; magenta traces, control; pale
blue traces,Dl RNAi; purple traces, N RNAi. (F)

R
ΔF/F, plotted in log scale, of calcium influx of flies shown inC, D and E. Statistically significant comparisons

are indicated by asterisks. All other biologically relevant comparisons were not statistically significant. The number of quantified glomeruli are: lane 3, 18;
lanes 4, 25; control and Dα7-DN flies are the same as in Fig 2E. Control, Dl RNAi and Dα7-DN experiments were carried out at the same time. In D the Dl
RNAi (pale blue) and Dα7-DN (blue, data from Fig 2) are superimposed and in E traces of Dl RNAi in PNs (pale blue) are superimposed with those of N RNAi
in ORNs (purple, data from Kidd et al, 2015 [10]). Flies were MZ612-GAL4 UAS.GCaMP6s/Or82a-LexAGAD; UAS.GCaMP6s LexOP.dsRED with UAS.Dl
shRNA (Dl RNAi), with UAS.Dα7-DN (Dα7-DN) or with neither (control) and MZ612-GAL4 UAS.GCaMP6s/Or82a-LexAGAD; UAS.GCaMP6s LexOP.dsRED
with LexOP.N shRNA (N RNAi, data from Kidd et al., 2015 [10]).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0151279.g005
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median ΔF/F in Fig 5C; and lanes 1 and 3 in the plots of
R
ΔF/F in Fig 5F). This indicates that

even in the absence of prior odor exposure knocking down Delta in VA6 PNs affects their acti-
vation. We address this below. (We have shown previously that knocking down Delta in VA6
PNs does not affect the projection of the PNs to VA6 [10].) The second difference between
control flies and flies expressing Delta RNAi is that unlike control flies, prior exposure of flies
expressing Delta RNAi to geranyl acetate does not lead to an increase in calcium influx into PN
dendrites (compare dashed and solid purple traces, controls, with dashed and solid blue traces,
Delta RNAi, in Fig 5C; and the plots of

R
ΔF/F in Fig 5F, lanes 1 and 2, controls, versus lanes 3

and 4, Delta RNAi). Intriguingly, the calcium activity traces of PNs expressing Delta RNAi is
similar to that of PNs expressing Dα7-DN (the traces of the median ΔF/F of Delta RNAi and
Dα7-DN are superimposed in Fig 5D). We draw two conclusions about the differing roles of
Notch and Delta from these observations. First, in regulating physiological plasticity Notch is
only acting via the canonical pathway. Knocking down Delta in PNs has a similar phenotype as
knocking down Notch in ORNs. This can be seen in Fig 5E, where the traces of the median ΔF/
F of flies expressing Delta RNAi in PNs and Notch RNAi in ORNs (data from [10]) are super-
imposed. This is unlike what we observed when assaying morphological plasticity, where
knocking down Delta in PNs and Notch in ORNs produced different phenotypes. Second, the
relationship between morphological and physiological plasticity is not a straightforward one.
Knocking down Notch in ORNs blocks both the enhanced activation of VA6 PNs upon subse-
quent exposure to geranyl acetate and the chronic odor induced increase in volume of VA6.
However, whereas knocking down Delta in VA6 PNs blocks the enhanced activation of VA6
PNs upon subsequent exposure to geranyl acetate, the VA6 glomerulus still increases in volume
when flies are chronically exposed to geranyl acetate. In fact the volume increase is larger than
that of wild type flies [10]. We might have predicted therefore that knocking down Delta
would lead to an even greater increase in calcium activity in PNs than is observed in control
flies. This is not however what we observed.

Expression of NICD in ORNs results in a prolonged increase in calcium
levels in PNs
Both knocking down Notch in VA6 ORNs and knocking down Delta in VA6 PNs blocked the
enhanced activation of VA6 PNs that is observed when geranyl acetate is presented to control
flies that had been chronically exposed to geranyl acetate. Thus, Notch appears to be regulating
physiological plasticity solely by the canonical Notch pathway. In the canonical Notch path-
way, Delta binding to Notch induces a series of proteolytic cleavages that result in the cyto-
plasmic domain of Notch (NICD), in association with its transcriptional effector Suppressor of
Hairless (Su(H)), entering the nucleus and activating transcription (Fig 1A(i); reviewed in
[43]). Over-expression of NICD could be expected to reveal a mechanism that might not be
detectable using our assays due to the low level of NICD produced in wild type flies upon
Notch activation and the lack of signal amplification ([60–62], reviewed in [43]). We therefore
asked what effect expressing NICD in VA6 ORNs has on the activation of VA6 PNs when air
exposed flies or flies that had been chronically exposed to geranyl acetate, are transiently pre-
sented with geranyl acetate (Fig 6A). To do this we used a GAl4 driver to express GCaMP6s in
VA6 PNs and Or82a-LexA-GAD to express NICD in VA6 ORNs (Fig 6B). The traces of ΔF/F
are presented in Fig 6C. In air exposed control flies, following odor offset, the level of calcium
decreases to below that found prior to odor onset (Fig 6C, dotted purple trace). This reflects
suppression of PN activity below spontaneous levels. (ORNs are noisy and fire in the absence
of odor, and depending on the class of ORN, following odor offset, ORN and consequently PN
activity can be suppressed below spontaneous levels (reviewed in [22]).) In air exposed flies
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expressing NICD in VA6 ORNs, this enhanced efflux is not observed (Fig 6C, dotted green
trace). The difference in efflux is also evident in the plots of

R
ΔF/F in Fig 6D (compare lanes 5

and 7). That the calcium responses of air exposed control and NICD expressing flies are differ-
ent can also be seen by comparing the number of frames between odor onset (Oon) and the end
of calcium influx (Xx; Fig 6E, lanes 1 and 3). These data indicate that expression of NICD in
VA6 ORNs leads to a prolonged influx of calcium into VA6 PN dendrites, perhaps due to pro-
longed ACh release by ORNs, as we discuss in the next section.

In prior experiments chronically exposing control flies to geranyl acetate led to an increase
in calcium influx into PN dendrites when the flies were later exposed to a transient pulse of ger-
anyl acetate (Fig 2D and 2E, and [10]). While the calcium responses of control and odor
exposed flies are not significantly different in the experiment presented here, the trend is in the
same direction, as can be seen by comparing the dotted and solid purple traces in Fig 6C, and
lanes 1 and 2 in the plots of

R
ΔF/F in Fig 6D. This trend is not observed in flies expressing

NICD. (Compare dotted green, air exposed, and solid green, geranyl acetate exposed traces in
Fig 6C; and lanes 3 and 4 in the plots of

R
ΔF/F in Fig 6D). Instead, prior exposure of flies

expressing NICD to geranyl acetate resulted in a decrease in the number of frames between
odor onset and the end of calcium influx (Fig 6E, lanes 3 and 4). We attribute this to the combi-
nation of long-term odor exposure and the expression of NICD resulting in depletion of ACh.
We will address this further below.

In Fig 6F and 6G we compare the effect of knocking down Delta in PNs with expressing
NICD in ORNs on calcium activation in PNs. As is to be expected if Notch affects PN activa-
tion solely via the canonical pathway, and Delta in PNs activates Notch in ORNs, the expres-
sion of NICD in ORNs leads to enhanced calcium activity compared to the expression of Delta
RNAi in PNs. This can be seen both in the traces of ΔF/F (Fig 6F; NICD, green traces; Delta
RNAi, pale blue traces) and the plot of

R
ΔF/F (Fig 6G; NICD, green circles; Delta RNAi, pale

blue circles).

Exposing flies expressing NICD in ORNs to geranyl acetate leads to an
increase in ChAT in VA6
Given that ORN to PN synapses are cholinergic, the observation that manipulating compo-
nents of the Notch pathway affected PN activation led us to hypothesize that Notch activation
affects the level of ACh released by ORNs. As a first test of this possibility, we asked whether
the expression of Notch RNAi or NICD in VA6 ORNs affected the level of Choline acetyltrans-
ferase (ChAT, which catalyzes the synthesis of ACh) in VA6. Control flies and flies expressing
Notch RNAi or NICD in VA6 ORNs (Fig 7B) were exposed to air or geranyl acetate for 4 days
(Fig 7A), and for each genotype and condition the level of ChAT in VA6 (as detected with
anti-ChAT antisera) was compared with the level of ChAT in 2 glomeruli that are not activated
by geranyl acetate (VM2 and DM6). As a further control for this experiment, we also compared

Fig 6. Expression of NICD in ORNs results in a prolonged increase in calcium levels in PNs. (A) Schematic of the experimental protocol. (B) The
relevant genotypes are shown on the cartoon of the olfactory circuit. InC throughG female flies were exposed to 1%GA in paraffin oil or paraffin oil alone and
removed from odor for one day prior to imaging. The traces in C and F depict the median ΔF/F for each genotype and condition over time. (The numbers on
the x-axis are frames of 472 msec each). The black bar indicates the time of a 1.5 second GA pulse; solid traces, GA exposed flies; dotted traces, air exposed
flies; magenta traces and circles, control; green traces and circles, NICD; pale blue traces and circles, Dl RNAi. (D)

R
ΔF/F, of calcium influx and efflux of flies

shown in C. The statistics are based on the following number of glomeruli: lanes 1 and 5, 22; lanes 2 and 6, 24; lanes 3 and 7, 24; lanes 4 and 8, 25. (G)
R
ΔF/

F of calcium influx of flies plotted in F. (E) The number of frames between odor onset (Oon) and the end of calcium influx Xx. Open circles air exposed, filled
circles GA exposed flies. The statistics are based on the following number of glomeruli: lane 1, 23; lane 2, 24; lane 3, 25; lane 4, 27. Flies were MZ612-GAL4
UAS.GCaMP6s/Or82a-LexAGAD; UAS.GCaMP6s LexOP.dsRED carrying either LexOP.mCherry shRNA (control) or LexOP.NICD (NICD) and
MZ612-GAL4 UAS.GCaMP6s/Or82a-LexAGAD; UAS.GCaMP6s LexOP.dsRED with UAS.Dl shRNA (Dl RNAi, data from Fig 5).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0151279.g006
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the levels of ChAT between the 2 glomeruli that do not respond to geranyl acetate. A represen-
tative antennal lobe reacted with anti-ChAT antisera is shown in Fig 7C(iv) and the glomeruli
quantified are highlighted in Fig 7C(i). (The brains were simultaneously also reacted with anti-
cadN and alpha-Bungarotoxin-A488 to visualize nAChRs. The merged image is in Fig 7C(i)).
For each genotype the ChAT ratios (VA6/DM6, VA6/VM2 and VM2/DM6) were normalized
to the air exposed flies. The ratios of the odor exposed flies are plotted in Fig 7D. The median
of the ratios of the air exposed flies is by definition 1 and is denoted by the dashed line in the
figure. (The entire data set is presented in S1 Fig) In flies expressing NICD in VA6 ORNs,
chronic exposure to geranyl acetate resulted in an increase in the level of ChAT in VA6 (Fig
7D, lanes 22–24, 1.4× for the VA6/DM6 comparison and 1.2× for the VA6/VM2 comparison).
This increase is dependent upon odor exposure, as in air exposed flies the expression of NICD
does not lead to an increase in ChAT in VA6 (S1 Fig, compare air exposed controls (S1A Fig,
lane 3) with air exposed NICD flies (S1A Fig, lane 15). Importantly, the observation that the
increase requires odor suggests that it is not merely an artifact caused by over-expression of
NICD. Exposing control flies to geranyl acetate did not lead to an increase in ChAT levels (Fig
7D, lanes 4–6). We will address this in the Discussion below. We did not observe a decrease in
ChAT in Notch RNAi flies (Fig 7D, lanes 13–15) either because the change is below the level of
detection of our assay, or because Notch does not regulate that basal level of ChAT.

In a similar fashion, we also assayed the level of nicotinic ACh receptors (nAChRs; as
detected with Alexa Fluor 488 α-bungarotoxin, A488-BTX) in the same brains. A gray scale
image of the antennal lobe reacted with A488-BTX is shown in Fig 7C(ii). In addition to lead-
ing to an increase in ChAT in VA6, exposing flies expressing NICD to geranyl acetate also
resulted in an increase in the level of nAChRs in VA6 (Fig 7D, lanes 25–27, 1.4× for the VA6/
DM6 comparison and 1.3× for the VA6/VM2 comparison). As we observed for ChAT, the
increase in level of of nAChRs seen in flies expressing NICD is dependent upon odor (S1 Fig, A
lanes 5 and 17).

The antennal lobes were also reacted with an antibody (DN-Ex) directed against Cadherin-
N (CadN) a homophilic cell adhesion molecule [63]. This antisera labels all neuropiles (Fig 7C
(iii)) [64]. In flies expressing NICD, exposure to geranyl acetate also led to an increase in the
level of CadN in VA6 (Fig 7D, lanes 19–21, 1.2× for the VA6/DM6 comparison and 1.3× for
the VA6/VM2 comparison). Increased neuronal activity has been shown to increase CadN lev-
els [65].

Discussion
We previously established that odor dependent Notch activation in ORNs mediates structural
and physiological responses to prolonged odor exposure [10]. Here we set out to further char-
acterize how this occurs. Our data are summarized in the model depicted in Fig 8. Below we
discuss our results in the context of this model.

Fig 7. Chronically exposing flies expressing NICD in ORNs to geranyl acetate leads to an increase in ChAT in VA6. (A) Schematic of the experimental
protocol. (B) The relevant genotypes and glomeruli are shown on the cartoon of the olfactory circuit. (C) Female flies were exposed to 1% GA in paraffin oil or
paraffin oil alone for four days. Brains were then co-reacted with anti-cadN, anti-ChAT and A488-BTX to visualize nAChRs. A representative brain is shown in
C(i) with the three glomeruli which were quantified outlined. Grey scale images of each channel are also shown separately: (ii) A488-BTX (green), (iii) cadN
(blue), and (iv) ChAT (red). (D) For each brain we quantified the pixel intensities of VA6, VM2 and DM6 and then determined the ratios of all three
combinations. Each ratio for geranyl acetate and air exposed flies was normalized to the median value for air exposed flies. Data for the geranyl acetate
exposed flies are shown as box and whisker plots. The box represents the median and inner quartiles, the whiskers the outer quartiles. The cross is the
mean, and outliers are shown as circles. Normalized air exposed flies by definition have a median of one, which is indicated by the dashed line. The complete
data sets of unnormalized and normalized ratios are shown in the scatter plots of S1 Fig. Statistical significance was determined by the Kruskal-Wallis test
with Dunn’s correction for multiple comparisons. Control flies are magenta,N RNAi are purple and NICD flies green. The control comparisons of VM2/DM6
are more lightly shaded than the experimental VA6/DM6 and VA6/VM2 comparisons. Flies were Or82a-GAL4 with either UAS.Val20, UAS.N shRNA or UAS.
NICD.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0151279.g007
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Notch and the regulation of morphological plasticity
In regulating the odor induced increase in glomerular volume we previously demonstrated that
Notch functions by both non-canonical and canonical mechanisms. Non-canonical Notch sig-
naling is required for the increase in volume, and canonical Notch signaling regulates the
extent of the increase (Fig 1C) [10]. Here we have shown that glomeruli still increase in volume
despite vesicle release by ORNs being blocked by the expression of tetanus toxin (Fig 3C, lanes
7 and 8). This suggests that one mechanism by which glomeruli increase in volume is autono-
mous to ORNs. Because a non-canonical Notch pathway is required in ORNs for the odor
induced increase in volume, this also suggests that the mechanism by which the non-canonical
Notch pathway mediates the increase in volume is autonomous to the ORN (Fig 8, #1).

In fact, in flies expressing tetanus toxin in ORNs, the increase in volume is larger than that
of control flies (Fig 3C, lanes 6 and 8). Hence, unlike the increase in volume, regulation of the
extent of the volume increase does require communication with downstream neurons. We pre-
viously showed that the regulation of glomerular volume also requires Delta in PNs [10] and
that expression of tetanus toxin in ORNs blocks the activation of the canonical Notch pathway
by Delta [51]. These observations led us to hypothesize that Delta activation required choliner-
gic activation of PNs [10]. However, knocking down the function of nAChRs by the expression

Fig 8. A model for how Notch in ORNs, in conjunction with chronic odor exposure, regulates olfactory plasticity. Based on the results described in
this paper we propose that upon chronic odor exposure, N, via a non-canonical mechanism, induces an increase in glomeruli volume (1). Chronic odor also
causes the release of a neuropeptide from ORNs (2) that activates Dl in PNs (3). Dl in PNs activates the canonical N pathway in ORNs (4) to regulate
glomeruli volume (5). Activation of the canonical N pathway in conjunction with long-term odor exposure (6) leads to an increase in activation of nAChRs (7).
This has two effects: it activates a mechanism in PNs that can also regulate the increase in glomeruli volume (8), and it enhances PN activation (9). We
hypothesize that both the canonical N pathway (10) and chronic odor (6) lead to an increase in ACh release from ORNs.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0151279.g008
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of Dα7-DN in PNs did not block activation of the canonical Notch pathway (Fig 2F). We there-
fore suggest that Delta upon long-term odor exposure is activated by the release from ORNs of
a neuropeptide rather than a neurotransmitter (Fig 8, #2). Tetanus toxin has also been shown
to affect neuropeptide release [55,56]. The Drosophila genome contains at least 42 genes that
encode neuropeptides, peptide hormones or protein hormones of which at least 16 appear to
be expressed in adult antennae [66–68].

Expression of Dα7-DN in PNs also results in a greater increase in glomerular volume than
is observed in control flies (Fig 3C, lanes 2 and 4). Thus, knocking down the function of
nAChRs has the same phenotype as knocking down Delta, yet knocking down the function of
nAChRs does not affect activation of the Notch reporter (Fig 2F), indicating that activation of
nAChRs does not activate Delta. This argues that the canonical Notch pathway, and ACh
mediated PN activation, regulate the extent of the odor induced increase in glomerular volume
by parallel pathways (Fig 8, #5 and #8). We therefore suggest that in addition to the regulation
of glomerular volume that occurs in ORNs and is mediated by the canonical Notch pathway,
there is a mechanism in PNs that also regulates the extent of the increase in glomerular volume,
and this mechanism in PNs requires cholinergic activation of PNs (Fig 8, #7). As we discuss in
more detail below, Delta activation of the canonical Notch pathway is upstream of nAChR acti-
vation (Fig 8, #4 and #7). It is therefore possible that the mechanism that regulates the extent of
the odor induced increase in glomerular volume only exists in PNs. However, it is not unex-
pected that changes in the morphology of glomeruli would require there to be coordination of
structural changes in all type of neurons that innervate the glomerulus. For example, Sachse
et al. hypothesized that long-term odor exposure led to neuroanatomical changes in LNs [6].

Das et al. have shown that long-term odor induced structural plasticity requires rutabaga
encoded adenylate cyclase and the vesicular glutamate transporter (DVGLUT) in LNs and
N-Methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors in PNs [69]. Our work showing that Notch is
required in ORNs for changes in glomerular volume induced by long-term exposure to either
aversive (CO2) or attractive (geranyl acetate) odors does not conflict with these observations,
but rather adds an additional aspect to the regulation of structural plasticity. However the find-
ings of Das et al. are difficult to reconcile with our experiments showing that glomeruli still
increase in volume despite vesicle release by ORNs being blocked by the expression of tetanus
toxin (Fig 3C). One possible explanation could be that odor alone or odor activating the non-
canonical Notch pathway induces the release from ORNs of a factor not blocked by the expres-
sion of tetanus toxin. This could be tested by epistasis experiments; for instance assaying the
effect on structural plasticity of expressing tetanus toxin in ORNs or knocking down Delta in
PNs in flies that are also mutant for rutabaga. As mentioned above Sachse et al. found that the
increase in volume of V upon long-term exposure to CO2 was not due to changes in the mor-
phology of V ORNs and hypothesized that long-term odor exposure led to neuroanatomical
changes in LNs [6]. However, whereas Sachse et al. measured the volume of the entire glomeru-
lus, including area not labeled by GFP, we measured only the volume occupied by the ORNs.

Notch and the regulation of physiological plasticity
In control flies prior long-term exposure to the attractive odor geranyl acetate resulted in
enhanced PN activation upon subsequent presentation of geranyl acetate (Fig 2D and 2E and
[10]). This is in contrast to the decreased PN activation previously observed in response to
long-term exposure to the repulsive odors CO2 or ethyl butyrate [6,69]. When assaying physio-
logical plasticity, we exposed flies to geranyl acetate on food. Flies were then removed from
odor and starved for one day prior to imaging. Unlike the decrease in behavioral responsive-
ness previously observed to CO2 and ethyl butyrate [6,69], our exposure paradigm to geranyl
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acetate resulted in an increase in behavioral attraction [10]. This suggests that unlike non-asso-
ciative conditioning paradigms previously used [6,69], we are using an associative conditioning
paradigm analogous to the “imaginal conditioning” described by Siddiqi and co-workers [9].

The geranyl acetate induced enhanced PN activation does not occur when Notch is knocked
down in ORNs [10] or when Delta is knocked down in PNs (Fig 5C and 5D). This indicates
that the enhanced projection neuron activation requires the canonical Notch pathway. In addi-
tion, knocking down the activity of nAChRs in PNs also blocks the odor induced enhanced PN
activation (Fig 2D and 2E).

Chronically exposing flies expressing NICD in VA6 ORNs to geranyl acetate leads to an
increase in the amount of ChAT in VA6 (Fig 7D, lanes 22–24). Because in the canonical Notch
pathway, Notch is a transcription factor, it is possible that ChAT is being directly upregulated
by Notch in ORNs. Alternatively, the effect of NICD on ChAT levels could be indirect resulting
from a depletion in ACh induced by exposing flies expressing NICD to geranyl acetate. Because
chronically exposing control flies to odor leads to an increase in PN activation (Fig 2D and 2E
and [10]) and the over-expression of NICD leads to prolonged PN activation (Fig 6C and 6E),
we speculate that both exposure to odor and the expression of NICD on their own lead to
enhanced ACh release from ORNs. However, only in combination is the amount of Ach
released sufficient to necessitate an increase in ChAT. Our observation that neither the expres-
sion of NICD in the absence of prior odor exposure (S1 Fig, A lanes 3 and 15), nor the exposure
of control flies to odor (Fig 7D, lanes 4–6) leads to an increase in ChAT, indicates that the
effects are synergistic (Fig 8, #6 and #10). In the canonical Notch pathway, Delta binding to
Notch results in the cleavage of Notch and the release of the cytoplasmic domain (NICD). We
propose that activation of the canonical Notch pathway that occurs as a consequence of long-
term odor exposure (Fig 8, #4 and #10) in conjunction with a parallel pathway that is also
induced by long-term odor exposure (Fig 8, #6) results in enhanced Ach release from ORNs
and enhanced PN activation. (Fig 8, #9). If the synergistic effect of prior odor exposure and the
expression of NICD leads to a depletion of ACh, a homeostatic mechanism could lead to an
increase in the level of nAChRs (Fig 7D, lanes 25–27) (reviewed in [70]).

This model also explains why prior exposure of flies expressing NICD to odor suppresses
the prolonged influx of calcium into VA6 PN dendrites (Fig 6C and 6E). Prior odor exposure
in the context of the expression of NICD leads to a depletion of ACh and therefore the pro-
longed influx no longer occurs. Exposing control flies to geranyl acetate did not lead to an
observable increase in ChAT levels (Fig 7D, lanes 4–6), either because the increase is below the
level of detection of our assay or because there is still sufficient ACh.

Knocking down Delta in PNs affects the calcium activity in PNs not only of flies that had
been chronically exposed to geranyl acetate, but also of air exposed flies (Fig 5C and 5F). We
expose flies to odor on food, and there is an odor in the food that activates VA6 ORNs [51].
Thus, the pathway that activates Delta is functioning, albeit to a lesser extent, in air exposed
flies, and it is therefore not unexpected that knocking down Delta would have an effect on PN
activation in air exposed flies.

The role of Lqf/Epsin in non-canonical Notch signaling
Lqf mediates Delta internalization, which is required for Delta activation of the canonical
Notch pathway [57,58]. Our data show that in the absence of Lqf, non-canonical Notch signal-
ing, which is Delta independent and does not require PN activation, is also inhibited (Fig 3D).
This inhibition is relieved by simultaneously knocking down Delta; the glomeruli again
increase in size (Fig 3D), indicating that the activity of the non-canonical Notch pathway has
been restored. We interpret these results as indicating that in the presence of odor and in the
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absence of Lqf, Delta in PNs forms a non-productive complex across the synapse with Notch
in ORNs. The non-productive Delta/Notch interaction sequesters Notch away from compo-
nents of the non-canonical Notch pathway blocking the increase in glomerular volume. These
components could include another ligand on PNs or proteins in the ORNs. This instance of
Delta inhibiting Notch is unusual. Previously described mutual inhibition of Notch and Delta
occurs when Notch and Delta are expressed on the same cell; the inhibition is occurring in cis
(reviewed in [71]). Here Delta and Notch are on separate cells, thus Delta is inhibiting Notch
in trans. Such trans inhibition might only be observed in processes where non-canonical Notch
signaling is involved.

We suggest that upon long-term odor exposure both non-canonical and canonical Notch
signaling are activated to regulate glomerular volume, with the rate of the non-canonical path-
way initially exceeding that of the canonical pathway, thus allowing for the increase in glomerular
volume. The fact that knocking down Lqf completely blocks the increase in volume suggests that
the inhibitory Notch/Delta complex is either preexisting or forms very rapidly upon odor expo-
sure. Perhaps a Notch/Delta/Lqf complex exists at the synapse prior to odor exposure and Lqf
ensures the complex is in an appropriate location to allow for odor induced non-canonical Notch
signaling. Alternatively, the association of Lqf with Delta could be regulating both the spatial and
temporal trafficking of Delta to the synapse. In the absence of Lqf, Delta traffics to the synapse
prematurely, associates with Notch and blocks non-canonical signaling.

Relationship between morphological and physiological plasticity
In flies, honeybees and mice it has been shown that odor exposure in the context of associative
or non-associative conditioning leads to an increase in glomerular volume. We have shown
that knocking down Notch in adult DrosophilaORNs prevents both the long-term odor
induced increase in calcium activity in PNs and the increase in glomerular volume [10].
Knocking down Delta in PNs also prevents the long-term odor induced increase in calcium
activity in PNs (Fig 5C and 5F), but the increase in glomerular volume is even larger than that
observed in control flies [10]. Thus, there is a disconnect between the changes in morphology
and physiology. These data question the directness of the connection between morphological
and physiological plasticity.

These observations are in accord with work recently published by Morrison et al. [17]. They
observed that olfactory fear conditioning leads to an odor specific increase in glomerular area,
and that olfactory extinction specific to the conditioned odor reverses both the behavior and
the change in the morphology of the glomerulus. However, in fear conditioned flies the acquisi-
tion of freezing behavior occurs prior to the increase in area, and a decrease in freezing can be
observed despite there being no change in glomerular structure. There is a dissociation between
behavioral and morphological plasticity. Similarly Kass et al. observed an increase in ORN out-
put in the context of fear conditioning that was not associated with a change in glomerular area
[15].

We previously demonstrated that Notch is required in ORNs for functional and morpholog-
ical plasticity in response to chronic odor exposure. Our data point to a key role for Notch in
mediating morphological plasticity at the first olfactory synapse in response to both repulsive
and attractive odors. We have further demonstrated a role for Notch in mediating physiological
plasticity in an associative conditioning paradigm that utilizes an attractive odor, and have sug-
gested a mechanism by which this occurs. It would be of interest to determine if Notch plays a
similar role in mediating plasticity in non-associative conditioning paradigms utilizing repul-
sive odors. Our work highlights that, as it does during development, Notch plays a central role
in learning and memory.
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Materials and Methods

Constructs and fly stocks
The following transgenic flies were generated: UAS.Val20: pVALIUM20 [72] was injected into
attP2. LexOP.NICD: The UAS sequences in UAS.NICD [10] were replaced with the LexA opera-
tor sequences of pJFRC19-13XLexAop2-IVS-myr::GFP [73] Addgene plasmid 26224. UAS.
Dα7-DN: the Dα7-DN sequence was isolated by PCR from flies containing UAS-Da7-Y195T
[53] and subcloned as a BglII/NotI fragment into pValium20.

Other transgenic stocks were Or82a-GAL4 [74], UAS.mCD8-GFP [75], Or82a-CD8-GFP
[59], UAS.N shRNA TRiP.HMS00015 [72], UAS.Dl shRNA TRiP.HMS01309, UAS.mCherry
in attP2, 20XUAS.GCaMP6s in attP40 and VK00005 [54], N-LV [51], LexOP.dGFP [51],
Or82a-LexA-GAD [10], LexOP.dsRED [10], MZ612-GAL4 [76], UAS.IMPTNT and UAS.
TNT [77], tubP-gal80ts [78], UAS.espin RNAi [10], UAS-Dcr-2.D [79].

Odorant Exposure
One milliliter of odorant in paraffin oil was placed in a 1.7 ml microcentrifuge tube covered
with Nitex. The microcentrifuge tube, along with approximately 30–40 flies, was placed into a
25 × 95 mm polystyrene Drosophila vial containing approximately 10 ml of dextrose food [51].

Measurement of glomerular volume
Volume measurements were determined as described previously [10], except that dsRed was
visualized directly, without the use of an antibody. All experiments were carried out blind.

2-photon image analysis
Flies were prepared for 2-photon microscopy, odor was delivered, and imaging performed as
described [10]. Rather than manually removing aberrant traces, for inclusion in the

R
ΔF/F

scatterplots and subsequent analysis, peaks had to be at least 10% of the maximum Y value
and� 3 adjacent point on X axis. Outliers were removed by the ROUT method [80] described
at http://www.graphpad.com/guides/prism/6/statistics/index.htm?stat_how_to_removing_
outliers.htm. Figs 2, 5 and 6G Q = 0.1% (removes definitive outliers); Fig 6D and 6E, Q = 2%
(98% of removed outliers are actual outliers).

Notch reporter assays
N reporter activity was determined as described previously [51].

ChAT, nAChR and CadN immunofluorescence
Brains were dissected and fixed as described by Pfeiffer et al. [73]. Brains were reacted with
ChAT4B1 and DN-Ex #8 (both from Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank) to detect
ChAT and CadN), followed by incubation with Cy3 conjugated anti-mouse and Cy5 conju-
gated anti-rat F(ab')2 fragments (both from Jackson ImmunoResearch). After the final wash,
they were rinsed 3 × 5 min in PBS with 0.1% Triton X-100 at room temp, incubated for 2 hr
with 1:500 α-Bungarotoxin, Alexa Fluor 488 conjugate (ThermoFisher Scientific) in PBS 0.1%
TX-100, rinsed 3 × 5min with PBS 0.1% TX-100, mounted in SlowFade Diamond Antifade
Mountant (ThermoFisher Scientific) and visualized immediately. All experiments were carried
out blind.
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Supporting Information
S1 Fig. Exposing flies expressing NICD in ORNs to geranyl acetate leads to an increase in
ChAT in VA6. Female flies expressing N RNAi or NICD in VA6 ORNs, or control flies, were
exposed to 1% GA in paraffin oil or paraffin oil alone for four days. Brains were then co-reacted
with anti-cadN, anti-ChAT and A488-BTX to visualize nAChRs. (A) For each brain we quanti-
fied the pixel intensities of VA6, VM2 and DM6 and then determined the ratios of all three
combinations. The ratios are presented as scatter plots. (B) Each ratio for GA and air exposed
flies was normalized to the median value of the air exposed flies. The ratios are presented as
scatter plots. Normalized air exposed flies by definition have a median of one, which is indi-
cated by the dashed line. Statistical significance was determined by the Kruskal-Wallis test with
Dunn’s correction for multiple comparisons. Controls are in magenta, N RNAi are purple and
NICD are green. Open circles are air exposed and filled circles are geranyl acetate exposed flies.
Flies were Or82a-GAL4 with either UAS.Val20, UAS.N shRNA or UAS.NICD.
(TIF)
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